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We present a combined theoretical and experimental study of molecular field effects on molecular core
levels. Polarization-dependent resonant inelastic x-ray scattering is observed experimentally after resonant
K-shell excitation of CF3Cl and HCl. We explain the linear dichroism observed in spin-orbit level intensities as
due to molecular field effects, including singlet-triplet exchange, and interpret this behavior in terms of
population differences in the 2px,y,z inner-shell orbitals. We investigate theoretically the different factors that
can affect the electronic populations and the dynamical R dependence of the spin-orbit ratio. Finally, the results
obtained are used to interpret the L-shell absorption spectra of the two molecules.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.80.032513 PACS numbers: 33.70.Ca, 33.80.Eh, 34.50.Gb
I. INTRODUCTION
Core-level ionization from 2p inner shells in atomic sys-
tems give two spin-orbit components 2p1/2 and 2p3/2, with a
statistical ratio 2:1 at photon energies well above the photo-
ionization threshold. In the case of molecular photoioniza-
tion, the chemical environment of an atom affects the ioniza-
tion energies of valence and core orbitals and, thus, subtler
effects can be found in molecular spectra. One of these is the
molecular field splitting of the spin-orbit components. Obser-
vation of such effects usually requires very high resolution
that has only become available recently with the advent of
high-resolution electron spectrometers and undulator x-ray
sources. As a consequence, over the last decade there has
been a considerable interest in electron emission from mol-
ecules with molecular field-split core levels, both experimen-
tally and theoretically 1–20. For instance, combined theo-
retical and experimental studies of the Cl 2p photoelectrons
spectra of HCl and DCl demonstrated the existence of three
spin-orbit components due to coupling between the molecu-
lar field MF and the spin-orbit SO interaction, 23/2,
21/2
+
, and 21/2, sometimes also denoted as 2p3/2,3/2
−1
,
2p3/2,1/2
−1
, and 2p1/2,1/2
−1
, respectively 11,19. In addition to MF
effects, the relativistic wave functions for core-excited neu-
tral states are also controlled by singlet-triplet exchange
STE, which lifts the degeneracy among the 2l+1 compo-
nents of the shell 9, inducing fluctuations in the spin-orbit
branching ratio. It has been shown that high-resolution mo-
lecular field and spin-orbit-split photoelectron spectra can be
a sensitive probe of the molecular environment 12. Despite
a core-hole lifetime of one tenth of an eV for the chlorine
L2,3 holes, direct experimental evidence of fine-structure
splitting induced by STE is difficult to obtain via x-ray ab-
sorption measurements because the linewidth is enlarged due
to the Franck-Condon FC envelope. Thus in order to access
information available from atomic 2p inner-shell populations
in molecular spin-orbit components relevant to the nature of
chemical bonds, a reduction or quenching of the Franck-
Condon broadening is necessary.
Resonant inelastic x-ray scattering RIXS in the 2–10
keV energy range has recently experienced a growing inter-
est in isolated atoms and molecules 21–24. As reported by
Simon et al. 22 and Carniato et al. 25, measurements of
KL lines using RIXS take advantage of the ultrafast dynam-
ics and high-energy-resolution decay spectra with long-pulse
light sources using the concept of effective duration time of
the scattering process 26,27. In this case, dynamical broad-
ening caused by the Franck-Condon distribution is quenched
on top of the photoabsorption resonance, where the width of
the KL line approaches the core-hole lifetime c.
Using the polarimetry capabilities of our x-ray spectrom-
eter, we have recently measured the polarization of x-ray
photons emitted in molecular core-to-core transitions accom-
panying KL x-ray emission 28. In this study, spectra of
core-excited neutral molecules were collected for HCl on the
1s→6 resonance and for CF3Cl on the 1s→11a1 reso-
nance h2823.5 eV in both cases. We measured the KL
emission corresponding to the filling of the core hole by a 2p
core electron following the core-hole excitation. We have
observed linear dichroism in the polarized x-ray-emission
spectra and showed that this effect is sensitive to coupling
between the MF and SO interactions.
In this paper, we detail the analysis of experimental data
and computation of the electronic states and x-ray emission
spectra of CF3Cl and HCl. It is organized as follows: in Sec.
II, we describe and discuss our theoretical approach and de-
tail the computational techniques. In Sec. III, we describe the
experimental scheme and in Sec. IV we present the experi-
mental and theoretical results obtained on the KL emission
spectra of gas-phase CF3Cl and HCl. Section IV A shows
how the analysis of polarization-dependent RIXS spectra
with the help of theory leads to a direct determination of the
electronic 2px,y,z populations in inner-shell orbitals. In Sec.
IV B, we evaluate the effects of nuclear dynamics during the
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core-hole lifetime on the RIXS profiles and on the determi-
nation of electronic populations. In Sec. V, we interpret the
2p absorption spectra of both molecules in light of the results
obtained in KL emission. Finally, Sec. VI includes a short
discussion on the origin of the effects observed.
II. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS
The electronic ground state of HCl can be written in Cv
symmetry notation as
1222321442522460,
where 6 is the lowest-unoccupied orbital. The chlorine 1s
atomic orbital corresponds to the 1 orbital. CF3Cl is tetra-
hedral and belongs to the C3v symmetry point group. While it
is convenient to use the atomic-orbital notation for the local-
ized inner shells,
Cl 1s2F 1s6C 1s2Cl 2s2Cl 2p6,
we use the proper C3v notation for the outer shells,
6a123e47a128a124e49a125e46e41a2210a12
7e411a10.
The 11a1 state is the lowest-unoccupied orbital. The Cl 1s
core orbital corresponds to the 1a1 molecular orbital in C3v
notation. After resonant excitation of a Cl 1s core electron,
radiative KL emission leaves the molecule in a core-excited
state: 2p−111a1
1 for CF3Cl and 2p−161 for HCl. In the case
of 2p core ionization, the relativistic wave function is built
on nonrelativistic doublet states separated in energy by the
combined influences of the MF and SO splittings. In the case
of core excitation resulting in a 2p hole, the energetic struc-
ture of the final 2p−1 core-excited states is mainly determined
by the spin-orbit splitting of the core shell, the molecular
field, and the triplet-singlet exchange energy, which contrib-
utes to lift the degeneracy of the 2l+1 components of the
subshell. Due to the spin-orbit interaction, the relativistic
wave function is a strong mixture of singlet and triplet states.
In the present study, all of the relevant potential-energy
surfaces PESs are calculated ab initio. For CF3Cl, the
ground-state potential-energy surface along the C-Cl bond is
represented by a Morse potential, De1-e−	R−R02, with pa-
rameters De=3.755 eV, 	=0.851 Å−1, R0C-Cl=1.752 Å,
as given by Hahndorf et al. 29, yielding vibrational fre-
quencies of 470 cm−1, close to experiment 476 cm−1. For
HCl, we used the PES described in 22.
In the case of CF3Cl, direct calculations of Franck-
Condon factors face the difficulty that stretching of the C-Cl
bond in the dissociative 1s−1 core-excited state can be ac-
companied by deformation of the CF3 radical. Consequently,
both the one-dimensional dissociative mode along the C-Cl
bond and the CF3 “umbrella” deformation, including six vi-
brational modes, must be considered simultaneously. In this
case, the vibrational wave functions of the umbrella in the
dissociated state can be written as the product of six-
dimensional harmonic oscillators, with different frequencies,
displaced from the ground-state equilibrium position along
each normal mode. The analytical approach we used is based
on the expression for the overlap between two harmonic os-
cillators with 
k /vk vibrational core-hole state and 
k /vk
=0 vibrational ground state, where k denotes the vibra-
tional mode, 
 as the frequency, and v as the vibrational
level associated with this mode. The relations take care of
the frequency relaxation of the final state. The calculated
analytical FC
k ,vk ;
k ,0 Franck-Condon factors are col-
lected in 30.
In order to determine Franck-Condon factors, we also
need to calculate the change in normal coordinate between
the neutral ground state and the core-excited state. In prin-
ciple, this can be done in a straightforward manner. In this
study, we used the approach proposed by Thomas et al. 31.
A technique particularly well adapted to cases where a
change in geometry occurs upon core excitation. This
method has recently proven to be very successful for studies
of nitrile systems 32,33 and the water molecule 30.
The electronic wave functions for the dissociative states
have been calculated using a one-dimensional Hamiltonian
model that can be written as
H = −
2
2
d2
dr2
+ VRCl , 1
where  is the reduced mass of the system and VRCl is the
vibrational potential along the H-Cl or C-Cl bond. The eigen-
vectors and eigenvalues were obtained by diagonalizing the
Hamiltonian using the finite-difference approximation 34.
A. Computational details
1. Basis sets
All the calculations were performed using the GAMESS
US ab initio program 35. Geometry optimizations and
harmonic frequencies for neutral initial and Cl 1s core-
excited states are performed at the density-functional theory
DFT level with the Becke three-parameter hybrid exchange
36 and the Lee-Yang-Parr gradient-corrected correlation
functional 37 B3LYP. At the DFT level, an IGLOO 38
basis set augmented by diffuse functions for Cl was used to
properly describe the electron correlations of the neutral as
well as the relaxation-correlation effects for the inner-shell
core-excited states of HCl and CF3Cl. For relativistic post-
Hartree-Fock spin-orbit calculations, a flexible larger basis
set aug/cc/pCVQZ 39 for Cl was used to describe the
electronic relaxation and correlations and spin-orbit coupling
in inner-shell core-excited states. In HCl, a similarly large
aug-cc-pCVQZ was considered for H. With both the basis
sets, the carbon and fluorine atoms were described by a
6–311 G polarized basis set with a 4s ,3p contraction 40,
with the addition of a special diffuse valence-Rydberg basis
set s,p=0.04380 /0.01312; d=0.2080 /0.0690 for carbon
atoms and s,p=0.1076 for fluorine atoms, respectively.
2. Nonrelativistic calculations
The nonrelativistic dissociative Cl 1s−1 and Cl 2p−1
core-excited PES for HCl and CF3Cl are computed in triplet
and singlet forms at a restricted open-shell Hartree-Fock
ROHF/DFT DFT level of theory, with the Kohn-Sham
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scheme using a hybrid B3LYP correlation-exchange func-
tional. The application of DFT to core-excitation phenomena
takes advantage of the fact that both relaxation and correla-
tion effects are simultaneously described at a moderate com-
putational cost compared to self-consistent field and post-
Hartree-Fock methods.
Although the DFT method is rigorous only for the ground
state and it is a widely accepted practice to use it for core-
hole or core-excited states calculations. Using DFT, the
variational principle can be applied to densities referring to
any state with fractional occupancy. For singlet core-excited
state calculations, a local modified version of GAMESS was
used. The excitation energies of the core-excited singlet
states are calculated using the Kohn-Sham approach in com-
bination with the sum method of Ziegler et al. 41. The DFT
calculations were performed in both cases at different repre-
sentative H-Cl or C-Cl interatomic distances, ranging from
1.1 to 6.0 Å.
3. Relativistic calculations
The low-lying 2p−1val SO components, including non-
relativistic states for CF3Cl and HCl at equilibrium bond
lengths 1.75 Å and 1.28 Å, respectively, were calculated
ab initio. The SO interaction, including the full Breit-Pauli
coupling 42–44 integral package in GAMESS US 35, was
used for calculations of the 2p−1 core-excited states. Spin-
orbit-coupling calculations were performed on variational
configuration-interaction CI wave functions dubbed SO-CI.
In such a procedure, a model Hamiltonian in the complete
active-space configuration-interaction CAS-CI basis is built
and diagonalized to produce spin-mixed states, which are
linear combinations of the complete active-space CI states.
The Hamiltonian matrix is a sum of spin-free terms and spin-
orbit terms H=Hsf +Hso. For SO-CI, the matrix Hsf is diag-
onal in the CAS-CI state basis, with the LS-coupled CAS-CI
energies as the diagonal elements, and Hso contains only off-
diagonal couplings between these LS states. The CI active
space includes the three occupied 2px,y,z inner shells and the
80 lowest-unoccupied virtual orbitals, all derived from the
nonrelativistic 2s−1val potential. The core-excited reference
wave function was represented by a generalized 2s−1val sin-
glet state to avoid orientational effects artificially induced in
the calculations using 2px,y,z
−1 val states. Because the 2s and
2p orbitals are close in energy E70 eV 45, similar
relaxation effects are expected.
B. Diffusion factors
In general, the spectral and polarization properties of
resonant x-ray scattering are guided by the doubly differen-
tial cross section 46,
d2
d
1d
2
= 
f
Ff
1,e1,e22
1 − 
2 − 
 fo , 2
where 
1, e1 and 
2, e2 are the frequencies and polarization
vectors of the incoming and outgoing photons, respectively.
The transition energy from the ground state to the final core-
excited state is denoted as 
 fo. The transition matrix ele-
ments are given by
Ff
	
= 
c
f Dc	cD	o	

1 − 
cf + ic/2
, 3
where o is the initial ground state, c is the core-excited state,
and f is the final state. The x, y, and z components of the
dipole operator D are represented by  and 	. The R depen-
dence of the dipole transition moments between the initial
state i and the final state j allows Di,j to be written as
Di,j = nucl
j RdRnuc
i R	 , 4
where
dR = el
j r,Rdel
i r,R	 . 5
The lifetime broadening of the neutral core-excited state is
c, and 
cf is the transition energy between this state and
the final state f . For KL emission after Cl 1s excitation, c has
a hole in the Cl 1s orbital and an excited electron in the 6
orbital for HCl or 11a1

, for CF3Cl, and can be written gen-
erally as 1s−1val. The final state f has a hole in the 2p inner
shell and an excited electron in a valence orbital and can be
written 2p
−1val. In our case, formula 3 takes the simple
form
F2p

−1val
	
= 
c
2p
−1valD1s−1val	1s−1valD	o	

1 − 
cf + ıc/2
.
6
Due to SO coupling, the 2p
−1val final states are linear com-
binations of triplet and singlet nonrelativistic components,
2p
−1val = 
S
C
z 2pz
−1val + 
T
C
x,y2px,y
−1val
+ 
S
C
x,y2px,y
−1val + 
T
C
z 2pz
−1val, 7
where 2pz
−1 or 2px,y
−1 denote a hole in one of the three 2px,y,z
orbitals. The 2pz orbital lies along the symmetry axis. For
randomly oriented molecules, the mean-squared amplitude of
diffusion is given by 47,48
F2p

−1val2	 = A2p

−1val
		
+ B2p

−1val
		
+ C2p

−1val
		
. 8
The coefficients A, B, and C depend only on the polarization
of the incident and emitted beams e1, e2,
A = − e1 . e22 + 4e1 . e2
2 − 1,
B = − e1 . e22 − e1 . e2
2 + 4,
C = 4e1 . e22 − e1 . e2
2 − 1,
with
2p

−1val
		
= 
=x,y,z

	=x,y,z
F2p

−1val
 F2p

−1val
		
,
2p

−1val
		
= 
=x,y,z

	=x,y,z
F2p

−1val
	 F2p

−1val
	
,
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2p

−1val
		
= 
=x,y,z

	=x,y,z
F2p

−1val
	 F2p

−1val
	
.
Because the symmetry of the initial state is 1+ for HClCv
and 1A1 for CF3Cl C3v, 1s−1valD	o	 vanishes for 	
=x ,y. Furthermore, if the final state has a core hole in 2pz,
the 2pz
−1valDx,y1s−1val	 terms vanish. If the final state
has a core hole in 2pxy, only the terms
2pxy
−1valDx,y1s−1val	 do not vanish. It follows that
2p
xy
−1val
		
= 2p
xy
−1val
		
= 0,
and
2p
xy
−1val
		
= F2p
xy
−1val
xz F2p
xy
−1val
xz
+ F2p
xy
−1val
yz F2p
xy
−1val
yz
.
Noting  is the angle between the photon polarization vectors
e1 and e2, we obtain the final expression,
F2p

−1val+12	 = 21 + 2 cos2 F2p
z
−1val
zz F2p
z
−1val
zz W
z + 42
− cos2 F2p
x
−1val
xz F2p
x
−1val
xz W
x
. 9
We introduce W
z and W
x,y as the nonrelativistic singlet
2pz
−1val and degenerate 2px,y
−1val populations in the
2p
−1val relativistic configuration. This formula explicitly
includes polarization dependencies for the 2px,y and 2pz
components and governs the experimental approach we have
used.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SCHEME
A. Emission pattern
Molecular K-shell photoabsorption processes leading to
discrete states, i.e., resonant excitation, are intrinsically an-
isotropic because the photoexcited states have definite sym-
metries. This anisotropy is reflected in the angular distribu-
tion of the products created either from the initial core-hole
state or from the states following the rapid decay of the ini-
tial state. As was discussed in the early publications by Dill
and co-workers 49, processes such as electron ejection,
fluorescence, and photodissociation bear the vestige of the
symmetry of the initial excited state. For randomly oriented
samples, such as gas-phase molecules, the orientation distri-
bution is isotropic. However, because dipole selection rules
impose symmetry restrictions in absorption, excitation of a
core electron to an unoccupied molecular state by a mono-
chromatic and polarized photon beam selects from a random
ensemble molecules preferentially aligned with respect to the
electric vector of the incoming radiation.
Fano and Macek 50 and later Greene and Zare 51 de-
veloped a formulation of the polarization-dependent angular
distribution of photon emission from atoms and molecules
using a two-step model to describe the excitation and the
subsequent radiative decay. In this description, the aniso-
tropy resulting from the symmetries of the electronic states
can be represented by an alignment tensor and a geometrical
factor both determined by the rotational quanta of the excited
and final states. The radiation pattern is fully characterized
by the angular distributions and polarizations of the emitted
radiation. Simple expressions can be obtained for emission
intensities detected either parallel I
 or perpendicular I to
the incident polarization vector 51,
I
 = I01 + R3 sin2  − 1 , 10
and
I = I01 − R , 11
where I0 is proportional to the total intensity in all directions
and polarizations;  is the angle between the emission direc-
tion and the incident polarization vector; R is the factor of
polarization anisotropy defined as half the product of the
alignment parameter and geometrical factor 52. From these
equations, it appears that the radiation pattern can be charac-
terized by the polarization P measured at =90° and given
by 53
P90° = 3R/2 + R = I
 − I/I
 + I . 12
The experimental results discussed in this paper were ob-
tained in the =90° geometry to allow measurements of the
polarization dependencies given by Eq. 9.
B. Setup
Measurements were done at the third generation
synchrotron-radiation facility, the Advanced Light Source
ALS in Berkeley, California, on bending magnet beamline
9.3.1, previously described elsewhere 54–56. This beam-
line uses a double Si111 monochromator and provides in-
tense 1011 photons /s, monochromatic 0.4 eV at the Cl K
edge, and over 99% linearly polarized photons. X-ray-
emission spectra were acquired using the polarized-x-ray
emission spectrometer end station of the beamline. This ap-
paratus is a curved-crystal Rowland-circle spectrometer 57
consisting of a variable-radius Si111 crystal mounted on an
in-vacuum bender, and a commercial two-dimensional 2D
position-sensitive microchannel-plate resistive-anode detec-
tor from Quantar Technology Inc. © operated in clean
vacuum with pressures lower than 10−6 Torr.
Figure 1 shows a sketch of the end station. The incoming
linearly polarized photon beam from the monochromator is
focused onto a gas cell A. Compared to the previous setup
57, the gas cell has been modified to improve the source
volume in order to reduce self-absorption due to the distance
between the exit window and the incident photon beam 24.
The original commercial stainless-steel cube has been re-
placed by a 383815 mm3 block cell with a 50° angled
3-mm-diameter clearance hole closed on both ends by 2
2200 nm3 silicon nitride Si3N4 windows. Gas samples
are maintained at a static pressure of typically 400 Torr. Dur-
ing data acquisition, the gas cell is tilted at 50° relative to the
incoming photon beam. The upstream window serves both as
entrance for the incoming photon beam and exit window for
the emitted x rays. Thus, the useful length of the source
volume seen by the spectrometer crystal is less than 1 mm,
which we found to improve significantly the energy reso-
lution of the spectrometer. The counting rate is preserved
100 counts /s for KV emission because the majority of
the incoming photons are absorbed and emitted within the
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first few millimeters of gas sample. A second Si3N4 window
is used at the back of the gas cell and unabsorbed x-ray flux
transmitted through the gas sample is measured using a Si
photodiode D for relative absorption measurements.
While the gas cell and its housing stay fixed relative to the
incoming photon beam, the secondary Si111 crystal B can
be rotated around the spectrometer axis containing the gas
cell and the crystal. Extending from the crystal housing
chamber is a 0.6-m-long arm leading to the detector housing
that rotates with the crystal. The detector C is supported by
a curved guide not shown in Fig. 1 allowing the position of
the detector to be moved along the Rowland circle to simul-
taneously change the Bragg angle of the spectrometer crystal
and the energy range of the spectrometer. The detector col-
lects a 20-eV-wide emission spectrum with 0.5 eV reso-
lution. At 2620 eV, for the Cl KL spectra, the Bragg reflec-
tion condition for Si111 is fulfilled for 49°, and for Cl KL
spectra near 2820 eV, at 44.6°, close to the x-ray Brewster
angle of 45°. Consequently, contributions from x rays polar-
ized perpendicular to the surface of the crystal are strongly
quenched and a contribution of less than 2% is expected at
2625 eV for chlorine KL emission 58. By rotating the spec-
trometer in the plane parallel to the incoming photon beam
with respect to the incident polarization e1, the spectrometer
acts both as a polarizer and an energy analyzer and we can
analyze the polarization e2 of the emitted x rays from parallel
to perpendicular, and all angles in between positions 1,2,
and 3 in Fig. 1, respectively.
IV. KL EMISSION SPECTRUM
Figure 2 left panel shows KL emission spectra measured
on-resonance at 0° and 90° relative to the incident x-ray
polarization. For both molecules, the measured values differ
significantly from the statistical atomic 2p ratio 2:1. A clear
polarization dependence is observed, with parallel polariza-
tion 0° showing the largest deviation from the statistical
ratio in each case. In addition, differences are observed be-
tween the two molecules. For CF3Cl, the measured ratio for
perpendicular polarization vectors is R=1.300.05. For
parallel orientation, it is close to unity R
=1.070.05. For
HCl, we obtain R=1.420.05 and R
=1.220.05, respec-
tively. The spectra also exhibit subtle changes in the apparent
SO splitting as a function of polarization angle as shown in
Fig. 2 right panel. Although it could be possible to deter-
mine experimentally the parallel and perpendicular polariza-
tion components independently for each transition observed
in the measured KL emission spectra by calibrating the trans-
mission of the spectrometer at each angle, we simplify here
the approach by deriving the ratio R between the two spin-
orbit components R= 2p3/2 / 2p1/2 at each angle. KL emis-
sion spectra were measured at ten different angles with re-
spect to the incident polarization. The experimental ratios
presented in Fig. 2 right panel were obtained by treating the
spectra as atomiclike, i.e., simply fitting them to two Voigt
profiles. The data are compared to the result of our ab initio
calculations, which reproduce fairly well the angular depen-
dence observed experimentally.
A. Spin-orbit components
We report in Tables I and II the energies in cm−1 and
triplet and singlet populations of the 2p−111a1
 spin-orbit
components in CF3Cl and 2p−16 in HCl calculated at the
equilibrium distances C-Cl 1.75 Å and H-Cl 1.28 Å.
The calculated spin-orbit splitting of the Cl 2p orbitals is
1.65 eV as observed experimentally. As indicated in the
tables, each 2p−1 configuration splits into twelve sublevels,
corresponding to Jz=2,1 ,0, due to spin-orbit coupling, but
only the six spin-orbit subcomponents including the singlet
2px;y;z populations contribute to the spectra. The 2px and 2py
states for each spin-orbit peak are degenerate. The energy
spacing between both the SOCI IV-V states in 2p3/2 is cal-
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FIG. 1. Sketch of the polarized-x-ray emission spectrometer
used on beamline 9.3.1 at the ALS Berkeley, CA. a Gas cell. b
Si111 crystal. c 2D position-sensitive detector. d Silicon diode.
See text for details.
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FIG. 2. Left: KL emission spectra measured on-resonance,
Cl 1s→11a1 in CF3Cl, and Cl 1s→6 in HCl, for parallel full
line and perpendicular shaded polarization with respect to the
incident photon polarization. Right: experimental and calculated
curves intensity ratios of spin-orbit components 2p3/2 /2p1/2 as a
function of angle between the polarization vectors of the incident
and scattered photons. The experimental ratios circles were ob-
tained by fitting the two SO components to Voigt profiles. See text
for calculation details.
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culated to be 0.18 eV for HCl, while it is larger 0.27 eV for
CF3Cl. For 2p1/2, the SO-CI VII-VIII energy splitting is
theoretically estimated to be 0.14 eV for HCl and 0.23 eV for
CF3Cl.
Although our experimental setup does not provide suffi-
cient energy resolution to resolve these energy spacings and
the 2p
−1val contributions to the nominal 2p1/2 and 2p3/2
spin-orbit components, it is possible to disentangle the ex-
TABLE I. SO-CI calculated energies in cm−1 and triplet and singlet populations of 2p−1val spin-orbit
components in CF3Cl R=1.75 Å. Due to spin-orbit coupling, each 2p−1val configuration splits into 12
sublevels, corresponding to JZ=2,1 ,1 ,0. By symmetry constraints see text, only the six 2p−1val spin-orbit
components including singlet 2px;y;z populations contribute to the spectra. The 2px and 2py states for each
spin-orbit peak are degenerate.
Configuration MJz E
Composition
3A1 3E 1A1 1E
2p3/2
−1
−11a1
1
I 0 0 68% 32%
II-1 1 56 59% 41%
II-2 1 56 59% 41%
III-1 2 295 100%
III-2 2 295 100%
IV-1 1 1122 12% 28% 60%
IV-2 1 1122 12% 28% 60%
V 0 3282 53.5% 46.5%
2p1/2
−1
−11a1
1
VI 0 13156 32% 68%
VII-1 1 13660 30% 31% 39%
VII-2 1 13660 30% 31% 39%
VIII 0 15505 46% 54%
TABLE II. SO-CI calculated energies in cm−1 and triplet and singlet populations of 2p−1val spin-orbit
components in HClR=1.28 Å. Due to spin-orbit coupling, each 2p−1val configuration splits into 12 sub-
levels, corresponding to JZ=2,1 ,1 ,0. By symmetry constraints see text, only the six 2p−1val spin-orbit
components including singlet 2px;y;z populations contribute to the spectra. The 2px and 2py states for each
spin-orbit peak are degenerate.
Configuration MJz E
Composition
3 3 1 1
2p3/2
−1
−61
I 0 0 67% 33%
II-1 1 25 54% 46%
II-2 1 25 54% 46%
III-1 2 112 100%
III-2 2 112 100%
IV-1 1 1009 16% 23% 61%
IV-2 1 1009 16% 23% 61%
V 0 2500 48% 52%
2p1/2
−1
−61
VI 0 13077 33% 67%
VII-1 1 13584 30% 31% 39%
VII-2 1 13584 30% 31% 39%
VIII 0 14728 52% 48%
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perimental data thanks to the angular behaviors of the com-
ponents described in Eq. 9. First, theory indicates only the
three nonrelativistic singlet 2px,y,z
−1 subcomponents are nonva-
nishing, and two of them 2px
−1 and 2py
−1 are degenerate.
Thus, it is sufficient to fit the 2p1/2 and 2p3/2 SO peaks with
two subcomponents each, for a total of four per spectrum.
Four-component fits were performed simultaneously on all
ten spectra at the different polarization angles. Not only does
this enhance the precision of the analysis, but it reflects the
fact the underlying 2pz and 2px,y contributions to the spectra
are what drives the polarization dependencies observed in
Fig. 2. The results are shown in Fig. 3 for the spectra ob-
tained at 0° and 90°. For HCl, we find 2pz contributes 54%
to 2p3/2 and 46% to 2p1/2 2px,y contributes 59% and 41%,
respectively. For CF3Cl, we find 2pz contributes 46% to
2p3/2 and 54% to 2p1/2. These experimentally derived popu-
lations are in very good agreement with our ab initio calcu-
lated populations reported in Tables I and II. The results
collected for HCl, are also in very good agreement with the
data obtained by Fink et al. 9.
Relative intensities and energy positions of the four com-
ponents were varied in the multispectra fits, with the former
intensities being the results of primary interest. Energy
splittings between the 2pz and 2px,y components obtained
from the fits were 0.14 eV for HCl and 0.17 eV for CF3Cl. In
an attempt to determine the uncertainty in the splitting be-
tween the 2pz and 2px,y molecular field components in the
spectra, we ran the fitting procedure several times with dif-
ferent values for the splitting. Each time, we fixed the values
in order to assess how sensitive the fits are to the exact split-
ting. The quality of the fits is mostly insensitive to the split-
ting, except for large excursions from the “best-fit” values.
For example, relative to a best-fit value of 140 meV in HCl,
changing the splitting by up to 100 meV has little effect
on the quality of the fit. Similarly, we ran the fitting proce-
dure several times with different but fixed values of the
relative intensities, in order to assess how sensitive the fits
are to the exact values. In contrast to the insensitivity to the
splitting, the quality of the fits was found to be very sensitive
to the relative intensities. The key findings of this work are
the relative intensities of the 2pz and 2px,y molecular field
components, not their splitting. For example, relative to the
best-fit values of 54% and 46% for the sharing of the total
2pz contribution in the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 spin-orbit peaks in
HCl, changing the values by only 1% e.g., to 55% and 47%
had a significant effect on the quality of the fit. Thus, the
determination of relative populations from our measurements
is actually quite sensitive.
The peak shapes and widths to use fitting the experimen-
tal spectra with four components were not known a priori
and had to be calculated. The profiles used were derived
from the calculation of the transition elements given in Eq.
6 for each molecule. Contrary to HCl, the first vibrational
level v=1 of the ground state of CF3Cl is populated at
room temperature. The corresponding profile is calculated
and summed with the profile obtained for v=0 taking into
account an expected 10% population at 293 K. To first
approximation, we assume the potential-energy surfaces of
the 1s−1val intermediate state and the various 2p−1val final
states are exactly parallel. For the systems studied in this
work, parallel potentials are good assumptions and yield the
same energy widths for all four components and, thus, this
width was fixed in the fitting procedure. Nevertheless, in
order to asses how nonparallel potentials affect the profiles
used in the fit, we took a close look at the potential-energy
surfaces for which the deviation from parallelism is at a
maximum: the 2pz
−1val and the 1s−1val singlet states. In
Fig. 4, the SO-CI spin-orbit components are shown includ-
ing the 1 and 1 nonrelativistic states along the H-Cl bond
coordinates panel a compared with nonrelativistic DFT cal-
culations panel b. It is found that for CI and DFT ap-
proaches, the various PES of the 1s−1val intermediate state
and 2p−1val components are not strictly parallel. To make a
reasonable choice of a set of PES, i.e., DFT or CI, we show
in Fig. 5 panel a, the ground state Morse potential and
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FIG. 3. Color online Experimental KL emission spectra
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1s−1val PES calculated at both the post-Hartree-Fock CI
and DFT level. In the Franck-Condon zone, CI and DFT
1s−1val calculated curves are not exactly parallel. In order
to decide between DFT or CI PES, as a model to simulate
RIXS profiles, we show in panel b the K-shell experimental
x-ray absorption spectrum of HCl compared with theoretical
simulations. As can be seen, the shape and full width at half
maximum FWHM1.9 eV of the experimental spectrum
is perfectly reproduced with DFT, while the FWHM is over-
estimated with CI.
Overall, the effects of a small nonparallelism of the PES
are found to be negligible, having only subtle effects in the
tails and thus minor effects on the results. Therefore, we feel
confident we are modeling the contributions to the spectra
properly.
B. R-dependence of the spin-orbit ratios
As shown previously, nuclear dynamics can have an im-
portant influence on spectral features measured in molecular
x-ray emission 22. From ab initio calculations of the elec-
tronic state PES for both molecules, we can investigate theo-
retically the effect of varying internuclear distance R on the
apparent spin-orbit ratio. The Franck-Condon zone for HCl
stretches over roughly 0.50 Å, between 1.05 Å and 1.6 Å,
while the FC window for CF3Cl is smaller 0.3 Å between
and 1.60 Å and 1.90 Å. From the 1s−1val PES, we can
extract the first derivative of the energy as a function of the
internuclear distance around the equilibrium bond length.
The corresponding average slopes are estimated to be
−9.5 eV /Å for HCl and −10.5 eV /Å for CF3Cl, respec-
tively. The Cl 1s core-hole lifetime is 1 fs 22. The
lengthening of the H-Cl or C-Cl chemical bond during the 1
fs core-hole lifetime is calculated by wave-packet propaga-
tion along the dissociative 1s−1val PES for HCl and CF3Cl
as shown in Fig. 6 and is found to be 5 pm for HCl and
1 pm for CF3Cl, respectively.
The DFT/B3LYP calculated singlet-triplet energy differ-
ences ST and SO-CI 2pz populations, spin-orbit states V
see Tables I and II, as a function of the internuclear dis-
tance, are reported in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. The results
of the calculations indicate the strength of the splitting inside
each spin-orbit component is sensitively dependent on the
nature of the bond and interatomic distance between the
chlorine atom and the ligand oriented along the chemical
bond, which influences the mixing between triplet and sin-
glet states caused by spin-orbit interaction. In particular, a
larger singlet-triplet exchange energy along the X-Cl bond is
evidenced for the 2pz core orbital in comparison with the
perpendicular 2px ,y orbitals. The same effect is observed for
both molecules. As seen in Fig. 8, at large internuclear dis-
tance between hydrogen and chlorine, or carbon and chlo-
rine, the molecular field and singlet-triplet exchange effects
are weakened and the nondegenerate components collapse
into two spin-orbit components, while the quasiatomic split-
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ting remains close to 1.6 eV. As long as the final nonrelativ-
istic states do not differ in energy, the branching ratio be-
tween the total 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 states is found to be 2:1. The
variation in the singlet 2pzval1 nonrelativistic state popula-
tion in % reported in Fig. 8 presents a minimum in both
cases. Its position is different for HCl1.30 Å and
CF3Cl1.65 Å. In the case of HCl, the SO-CI population
has a local minimum close to the equilibrium distance.
Therefore, a small deviation of the H-Cl bond distance, from
1.275 Å to 1.37 Å, does not affect the SO-CI population. In
the case of CF3Cl, the nuclear motion is too small, from 1.75
to 1.80 Å, to affect the SO-CI population. As a consequence,
we assume that the SO-CI populations are unchanged during
the resonant scattering process.
V. 2p CORE-LEVEL ABSORPTION SPECTRA
Using the decomposition of the KL RIXS emission spec-
trum obtained above, we can calculate photoabsorption pro-
files at the Cl 2p edge 200 eV. Following x-ray absorp-
tion at the L edge, only the 2p−111a11 relativistic states
with 1A1 or 1E symmetry contributes to the oscillator
strength in CF3Cl because these states have nonzero dipole
transition matrix elements with the 1A1 ground state of the
molecule. For HCl, only relativistic states with  and 
symmetry contribute to the oscillator strength. This simpli-
fies the calculation of the oscillator strength f i−f, which is
given by
f i−f =
2
3
Ef − Ei fri	2, 13
where Ei, Ei, i, and  f are the energies, and the relativistic
wave functions of the initial and final states, respectively.
The photoexcitation strength to a given relativistic final state
is, therefore, given by the transition probability to the non-
relativistic singlet 1A1 or degenerate 1E components
times its weight population in the relativistic configuration.
This can be written as
f i−f =
2
3
Ef − Ei f
nonrelri
nonrel	2 f
nonrel f
rel	2 =
2
3
Ef
− EiInr,f . Ir,f 14
where i
nonrel is the wave function of the nonrelativistic
1A1  or 1E state . In this equation, Ef −Ei is two
orders of magnitude greater than the energy shift between the
two spin-orbit components 2p3/2 and 2p1/2. As a first approxi-
mation, the energy positions Ef −Ei are considered constant
over the whole Cl 2p absorption energy region.
We now consider the intensity values Ir,f, which de-
scribe how the total nonrelativistic intensity Inr,f is distrib-
uted among different relativistic states. The term Inr,f corre-
sponds to the population W
z or W
x,y of both singlet states
2pz−1val1 and 2pxy−1val1 in relativistic components
=IV-V-VII-VIII already given in Tables I and II. The
second term Inr,f is the transition moment between the
ground state and 2pz−1val1 and the 2pxy−1val1 non-
relativistic components.
Figure 9 shows the calculated electronic part of the tran-
sition moments between the ground state and the 2pzval and
2px,yval final states as a function of the internuclear dis-
tance. As can be seen in the figure, large variations are ob-
served around the Franck-Condon regions for both mol-
ecules. To perform the calculation of the x-ray absorption
spectra XAS, we integrate simultaneously the variations in
the vibrational and the electronic parts along the internuclear
distances. It is interesting to note that in both cases HCl and
CF3Cl, the transition moment for the 2pz→ lowest unoccu-
pied molecular orbital LUMO excitation is more affected
by the chemical bond than in the perpendicular x ,y direc-
tions.
Calculated Cl 2p XAS are displayed in Fig. 10 for both
HCl and CF3Cl, together with total ion yields measured at
the ALS using a magnetic spectrometer 59. Very good
agreement is obtained between theory and experiment for
both molecules. As a consequence of the molecular field, the
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theoretical intensity ratio I3/2 / I1/2 is estimated to be 1.442,
in good agreement with the experimental value of 1.454, but
far from the atomic statistical spin-orbit ratio 2:1. It should
be noted that determination of the experimental ratio
strongly depends on accurate measurements of the intensity
ratio between the two 2p spin-orbit components. As can be
seen from the calculations, especially for HCl, singlet 2px,y
→val components have much more intensity than those of
singlet 2pz→val. It is difficult to detect such structures with
conventional measurements. Polarized-RIXS is thus a unique
tool to evidence the nature, weight, and polarization depen-
dence of such substructures and gives essential information
to reconstruct x-ray absorption spectra.
VI. DISCUSSION
As seen in Fig. 3, the 0° spectra for HCl and CF3Cl
clearly have different spin-orbit ratios. Yet, our analysis re-
veals a difference in the 2pz contributions to the two spin-
orbit states of only 8%. The key result of this analysis is
found in the observation that these results differ with mol-
ecules, indicating that the make up of each SO component
depends on the chemical environment, including interatomic
distance, and influences the mixing of triplet and singlet
states caused by the SO interaction. To understand such
variations in spin-orbit population from one molecule to an-
other, we report in Fig. 11 the HF generalized valence bond
theory GVB and DFT atomic Mulliken population as a
function of bond length for HCl and CF3Cl. At large dis-
tances, the final state has one electron localized on the hy-
drogen atom in HCl or on the CF3 fragment in CF3Cl, an
“atomic” chlorine with a hole in the 2p subshell and full
occupancy of the valence levels. In this case, the singlet-
triplet exchange energy vanishes while the population of the
singlet 2pzval configuration in the 2p3/2 spin-orbit compo-
nent tends toward the atomic value 66%, as shown in Figs.
7 and 8. At shorter distances, the excited electron is trans-
ferred to the chlorine atom, while we observe in Fig. 8 an
increase in the population of the singlet 2pzval fifth 2p3/2
spin-orbit component. It is interesting to note that the core-
excited chlorine atomic Mulliken population found for the
LUMO is similar for HCl and CF3Cl at their equilibrium
distances.
As shown in Fig. 11 and Table III, the origin of the dif-
ferent populations in 2px,y,z between HCl and CF3Cl is not
due to different charge densities between H and CF3 but
rather due to a different distribution of the LUMO electron
density between valence and diffuse orbitals. Indeed, analy-
sis of the results in Table III for HCl shows that the LUMO
electronic density is mainly delocalized in a diffuse s orbital,
i.e., far from the chlorine nucleus. On the contrary, for CF3Cl
molecule at RC-Cl=1.75 Å, the fractional electron density is
mainly localized onto p and ndz2 valence orbitals oriented
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TABLE III. Localization onto diffuse or valence s , p of the
atomic Mulliken population in the LUMO when 2pz-LUMO core
excitation.
s p
Valence/diffuse Valence/diffuse
CF3Cl
R=1.35 Å −0.02 /0 .43 0.20/0.23
R=1.75 Å −0.06 /0.003 0.20/0.02
HCl
R=1.28 Å 0.16/ 0.37 0.09/0.01
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along the C-Cl bond length. At short C-Cl distance R
=1.35 Å, the core-excited electron on the LUMO transfers
to the chlorine atom. However, Fig. 7 shows that in this case,
the electron density is repelled far from the nucleus toward
diffuse s and p atomic orbitals, contributing to an attenuation
of the corresponding singlet-triplet exchange energy. The de-
localization into diffuse orbitals of the excited electron at
short distances is, therefore, in some sense, equivalent to the
electron transfer of the core-excited electron to the ligand at
large distances. Therefore, the small differences between
spin-orbit component in HCl and CF3Cl probed by polarized
RIXS reflect the subtle change in the chemical bond between
the chlorine nucleus and the ligands.
VII. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have performed polarization-resolved
resonant x-ray scattering measurements on HCl and CF3Cl
in order to probe the effects of molecular field and singlet-
triplet exchange on inner shells in neutral molecular systems.
We observe linear dichroism in the spin-orbit doublet for
both molecules after resonant Cl K-shell excitation. Although
our experimental resolution does not energy resolve each in-
dividual electronic state contributing to the spin-orbit dou-
blets in the spectra, we take advantage of the symmetry prop-
erties of x-ray emission to disentangle their polarization
dependencies. With the help of measurements taken at vari-
ous polarization orientations with respect to the incident
electric vector coupled with ab initio calculations, we obtain
sensitive determinations of molecular 2pz and 2pxy popula-
tions in the spin-orbit doublets. The population analysis can
be then used to interpret and calculate ab initio L-shell ab-
sorption spectra, which provided excellent agreement with
experimental data. Finally, we note that the same effects
have been observed in molecules such as CH3Cl, Cl2, and
H2S and that this method should be applicable to any mo-
lecular system, providing a unique probe of molecular effects
on electronic structure.
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